Priscilla and the Splish-Splash Surprise by Nathaniel Hobbie

Wonderful

Here is a second clever read-aloud starring Priscilla, who is upset as rain comes down in buckets for days on end! When our intrepid heroine ventures outdoors to perform a rain-stopping dance, she meets Posy the Pixie, who shows her around the magical land of Primrose and teaches her to appreciate both rain and sunshine. Priscilla’s story is told in lyrical verse and young girls will enjoy reading her pixie land adventure aloud.

My Personal Review:
This colorful book is a delight from cover to cover. It depicts a little girl over the course of a rainy, boring week. Try as she might, she can't seem to see the bright side of life until she meets a surprise visitor at the forest's edge near her house.

My favorite part of the book are the scenes inside the forest and the joy that the characters she meets there bring to the page. You can't help smiling and laughing out loud at the witty bugs and animals that populate the magical world among the trees.

If you need a lift, you need this book. It will make your eyes dance...and your heart sing.
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